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Abstract: New management paradigm for collection and treatment network from WEEE, based on Lean 
Thinking methodological approaches was studied. The objective is to maximize the WEEE recovery rate to 
effectively support the production of new products, creating on one side the conceptual basis of the Closed 
Loop Supply Chain, and on the other side minimizing the production environmental impact in exploiting 
natural resources. The achievement of such results is supported by the application of a System Dynamics 
simulation approach. 
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1. Introduction  

Today, Electrical and Electronic Equipment (EEE) 
characterize every aspect of our daily lives, by improving 
the standard of living. Unfortunately, the continuous 
technological innovations and the growing consumerism 
accelerate the rate at which these products are replaced, 
causing the exponential increase in the production of 
Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment, WEEE. The 
production process of EEE requires a large amount of 
substances that represents a potential threat to 
environment and human health if they are not recovered 
or disposed of properly. This situation has turned on the 
environmental awareness of consumers and sensitized 
legislator from different countries to enact and implement 
specific laws and directives for the management of the 
end of the life cycle of these products and to regulate the 
employment of hazardous materials in these products. 
The approach of the legislator, however, is reactive: it 
forces to manage the problem of waste from EEE rather 
than eliminate it at source through proactive approaches 
that would allow for designing the recoverability of the 
end of life product. In fact, although they represent a 
threat, WEEE are, at the same time, a resource for 
companies that have to manage them, more if the 
recovery activities are properly integrated into the 
productD design phase (DFRx and DFE). The recovery 
process of parts, components and materials from WEEE 
enables companies both to limit their environmental 
impact both to cut some production costs. It is clear, 
however, that a virtuous (proactive) management of the 
environmental problem linked to the EEE would require 
new design and, eventually, production approaches the 
implementation time of which strive producers, in the 
short term, to address the problem in a reactive way 
simply managing the waste and, possibly, integrating it in 
their production processes. A radical rethink of the 
product, however, which would allow greater management 
economies for production and logistic processes in the 
closed loop supply chain, must necessarily be a long-term 

goal for all companies that try to find opportunities where 
other companies see waste.  

In the present context, therefore, it has an important 
impact to face the problem of sorting these products, not 
being eco designed, in the most proper way. In that 
respect, this work aims at developing a management 
model of WEEE flows assessing and validating its 
possible outcomes in management terms. This work aims 
at establishing a new management paradigm for collection 
and treatment network from WEEE, based on Lean 
Thinking methodological approaches. The objective is to 
maximize the WEEE recovery rate to effectively support 
the production of new products, creating on one side the 
conceptual basis of the Closed Loop Supply Chain, and 
on the other side minimizing the production 
environmental impact in exploiting natural resources. The 
achievement of such results is supported by the 
application of a system dynamics simulation logic. 

2. State of art 

The management approach should be considered as an 
experimental stage for the new product design. In other 
words, the optimal location/allocation recovery and 
treatment center as well as WEEE landfill load reductions, 
ensuring a decrease of environmental degradation, provide 
a valuable tool to support parts and components 
identification analysis that are frequently reused and/or 
remanufactured, and product material that can be sent to 
recycling plants for the "first second" materials 
production. Such analysis and data collected by the RLN 
management, help to define assumptions for future 
products design. Numerous case studies have been carried 
out in order to study the different approaches to reverse 
logistics options. Carpet recycling logistics networks are 
addressed by Ammons et al. (1997) and Louwers et al. 
(1999). Barros et al. (1998) report on a network for sand 
recycling in the Netherlands. Spengler et al. (1997) 
examine the recycling of industrial by-products in German 
steel industry. Berger and Debaillie (1996) address the 
situation of recovery of used products. Krikke et al. (1991) 
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study the reverse logistic network for durable consumer 
products. Kroon and Vrijens (1995) analyze a logistic 
system for reusable transportation packages. We refer to 
Fleischmann et al. (2000) for a detailed discussion of this 
field. In literature there are, however, several examples of 
WEEE management models. Some papers use simulation 
techniques to validate the network design choices based 
on discrete event logic (DES) (Romano et al., 2009) or to 
define Decision Support tools. Other work using 
optimization techniques for nodes location/allocation. In 
addition to discrete event simulation techniques also 
include works that use the SD (Georgiadis et al., 2008, and 
Gallo M., Murino T., Romano E., 2010). There are papers 
that first gives an overview of recent research work in 
these areas, followed by a discussion of research issues 
that have evolved, and represent a taxonomy of research 
and development in System Dynamics Modelling in 
supply chain Management. The purpose of some papers is 
to introduce a new approach on the study of reverse 
logistics. It is actually a review on how System Dynamics 
(SD) can be a helpful tool when it is used in the reverse 
logistics field. The Georgiadis, Vlachos paper (2004) 
explains the basic theory of the system modelling and next 
it utilizes the reverse logistics model. Finally, an illustrative 
example shows how SD modeling can be used to produce 
a powerful long-term decision-making tool. Towill uses 
SD in supply chain redesign (1995). Haffez et al. (1996) 
describe the analysis and modeling of a two-echelon 
supply chain encountered in the construction industry, 
u
endogenous demand and is implemented to a hybrid 
push pull production system (2005). Van Schaik and 
Reuter present an SD model focused on cars showing that 
the realization of the legislation targets imposed by 
European Union (EU) depends on the product design 
(2004). Although SD has been applied for analysis of 
various environmental systems, many studies have studied 
environmental systems from a different approach. 
Specifically, Min and Galle present a survey of US firms to 

the implementation of green purchasing (2001). This work 
aims at establishing a new management paradigm for 
collection and treatment network from WEEE, based on 
Lean Thinking methodological approaches. The objective 
is to maximize the WEEE recovery rate to effectively 
support the production of new products, creating on one 
side the conceptual basis of the Closed Loop Supply 
Chain, and on the other side minimizing the production 
environmental impact in exploiting natural resources. The 
achievement of such results is supported by the 
application of a system dynamics simulation logic. 

 

3. Model implementation 

The idea in this work consists in transforming the Reverse 
Logistic phase, that is the one from the collection center 
to the treatment center, from a Push-based process into a 
Pull-Based process. The result is a hybrid Push/Pull 
system. This means that the waste is pulled by the process 
center and not pushed anymore by the collection center. 
The waste arrival at the collection center is still considered 

pushed. To do this, it was supposed the introduction of 
Supermarket and the definition of a Milk-Run strategy 
(Guerra G., Murino T., Romano E., 2007) for the waste 
withdrawal by the collection center from the supermarket 
and by the supermarket from the relative distribution 
center. Moreover it is necessary to introduce a signal 
system in order to authorize the waste handling between 
the process center and the supermarket and between this 
and the relative distribution center. With reference to this 
model, the WEEE arrivals are supposed to be divided 
making a difference between: the waste coming from an 
electric and electronic device bought in specialized shop 
of an organized distribution chain;; the waste coming from 
an electric and electronic device bought in specialized 
shops not belonging to any organized distribution chain, 
plus the waste coming form the elimination of an 
electronic device by a citizen who as not bought any new 
equipment. The collection center work has been partly 
transformed. Actually it receives the second category of 
waste that is always managed with a push strategy: as the 
container is filled, the waste is not sent anymore to the 
treatment center but to the Supermarket. On the other 
hand, the function of the process center has been 
modified: with the introduction of the pull strategy it is 
responsible of the waste withdrawal request. So, an 
information flow between the process center and the 
supermarket is developed. Actually, process center 
disposes of the WEEE following a certain production 
rate. As a certain threshold is reached, the treatment 
center sends to the supermarkets a supply request and 
supermarkets give feedbacks based on inventory levels. At 
this point a milk-run is developed in order to recover 
WEEE by the treatment center. A Kanban Table has been 
used to generate requests by treatment center. It means 
that the supply requests are always generated on inventory 
levels in order to minimize the average stock and to avoid 
stock-out. With reference to the milk-run, has been 
planned a strategy which schedules a default percentage 
withdrawals from supermarkets. At this point, an 
informative system, if necessary, will change the 
percentage in order to satisfy the demand minimizing the 
stock-out. The WEEE flow management model, 
developed applying the push/pull hybrid logic, has been 
implemented in the calculator through the utilization of 
the I-Think software. As it was necessary to take into 
consideration some peculiarities, during its formulation, 
different sub models have been developed. The full 
structure is represented in the following figure 3. 

 



 

Figure 1 : System dynamics model structure 

In particular , the developed sub models are relative to: 

 Treatment center;; 

 Vehicles number determination;; 

 Waste generation. 

For the waste arrivals, two different possibilities have 
been considered. The first regards the push strategy for 
the dispatch management. It means that when the 
maximum capacity of distribution center is reached, the 
5% of stocked WEEE is sent. The second possibility, on 
the other hand, is based on a pull strategy, which evolves 
as follows: the supermarket, in order to replenish its 
stocks, generates an handling signal to the distribution 
center, of the same amount of the withdrawal made by the 
treatment center from the supermarket itself. The order is 
of the same amount of the quantity picked by the 
treatment center following a certain logic, which consists 
in filling the maximum transportable load during each 
milk-run. 

 

4. Results analysis 

In order to assess system performances it is necessary to 
have data to work with. For this reason a model 
reproducing the push logic has been implemented, that is 
the current model of waste flow management, see figure 
2.  

 

Figure 2 : Push system structure  

It is assumed a maximum disposal value of 22,5 tons per 
day and an inventory capacity of about 45 tons. The 

once reached a threshold of 3500 Kg (according to the 
freight transport vehicles capacity), pushes wastes to the 
treatment center. A great discontinuity of WEEE flow it is 
emerged from the simulation, that it implies continual 
stock out producing a low average disposal level, all that it 
is showed in the following graph highlighted in figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3 : Treatment Center Level with Push Logic 

In particular it came out an average disposal of about 
20056,22 Kg/day as regards to a maximum potentiality 
represented, as above mentioned, of 22500 kg per day. 
This determines a plant efficiency =0.89. Furthermore it 
came out a whole average daily stock at recovery center of  
469883,49 Kg. The average inventory and the turnover 
index at the treatment center are not been calculated since 
the stock out presence involve results not significant. 
Instead in reference to the proposed logic, this has 
allowed the achievement of the WEEE continuous flow, 

-out, thus 
ensuring a much better performance for the treatment 
center. The following figure 4 show the level of inventory 
and disposal. 

 

 

Figure 4 : Treatment center level with hybrid Push/Pull 
logic 

As it is depicted the stock out is not present. The average 
disposal is 21362,23 Kg/day, with an average daily 
inventory of 30593,57 Kg. 

 

5. Conclusion 

The present work makes an analysis of WEEE collection 
system with the aim of highlighting its criticisms and then 
proposing improvements to make it more efficient and 
effective. We start from the actual management models of 
WEEE recovery networks tracing the Current State Map, 



which shows as main critical issue the duration of storage 
at collection centers, reducing the profitability and 
expectations of an efficient recovery of waste. The 
importance and, then, the necessity of WEEE recovery is 
due to their disposal rate. Today, only about 27% of these 
products is recovered and so subtracted from a landfills 
disposal, with the imaginable consequences on 
environment. Noting that natural resources are limited 
and that disposed products can become attractive 
opportunities returning them to the market as raw 
material or remanufacturing them, some actions are taken 
on the current management model applying the basic 
concepts of Lean Production. So following a push/pull 
approach, the pacemaker process for the whole collecting 
system is showed to be the treatment Center, which 
according to its needs requires the right amount of waste 
to Supermarkets represented by the collecting centers, 
which decouple the process, since there is not a 
continuous flow between the upstream collecting and the 
downstream treatment of products. Moreover, the 
introduction of Supermarkets allows for a more 
centralized RAEE management, from a logistical point of 
view, with respect to the current strongly decentralized 
structure and therefore less efficient: a request from the 
treatment center is satisfied by collecting WEEE at 
various Supermarkets according to a milk run logic. Using 
the simulation software I-Think® the aforesaid logic is 
implemented by creating a simulation model of the 
system. This model allows to evaluate the lead time 
reduction by using the new management model to supply 
the treatment center, in particular a significant reduction 
in the waste storage time at the various collecting is 
obtained. The treatment center also shows improvements 
in its manufacturing activities getting through the 
recycling process a recovery of secondary raw materials 
increased by 7% compared to the current situation (about 
352 tons of iron, aluminum, copper and plastic). 
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